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Abstract 
We study the problem of characterizing monotonic Boolean functions and threshold Boolean 
functions by forbidden Boolean minors. Completely monotonic functions, k-monotonic func- 
tions and regular functions are characterized by forbidden minors. A bound on the number of 
minimal forbidden minors of k-comparable functions is obtained. We prove that there is a finite 
list of minimal forbidden minors for k-asummable functions and give a sharp bound on the 
dimension of minimal forbidden minors of k-asummable functions. We prove the conjecture 
that a Boolean function is (m,2m)-asummable if and only if it has no parity function of 
dimension m + 1 as minor for m = 1, 2. 
1. Introduction 
Boolean minors have been introduced in [20] in a study of the threshold orders of 
Boolean functions. There, Boolean minors have been used to show that recognizing 
the threshold order of Boolean functions is NP-complete. Boolean functions of 
threshold order less than a fixed number are closed under taking minor. In this paper, 
we study the problem of characterizing classes of Boolean functions by means of 
Boolean minors. We characterize r gular functions, completely monotonic functions 
and k-monotonic functions. We give a bound on the number of minimal forbidden 
minors of k-comparable functions. We show that there is a finite list of minimal 
forbidden minors for k-asummable Boolean functions. A sharp bound on the dimen- 
sion of minimal forbidden minors of k-asummable functions is obtained. We also 
prove the conjecture that a Boolean function is (m, 2")-asummable if and only if it has 
no parity function of dimension m + 1 as minor for m = 1,2. 
This paper is organized as follows. We give basic terminologies and notations in the 
rest of this section. The definition of Boolean minors and some basic properties are given 
in the second section. In the third section, we characterize several important classes of 
Boolean functions. In the fourth section, we study the problem of characterizing threshold 
Boolean functions by forbidden minors. Finally some open problems are summarized. 
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A Boolean variable x takes value 0 or 1. Its complement is i f= 1 -x .  x and Y are 
called Boolean literals (or literals in short). The Boolean power x ~ is such that x l=  x 
and x°---Y. We always use boldface letters for vectors and small letters or boldface 
letters with double subscripts for their coordinates. For example, the coordinates of 
vectors x,y, z~ are x~,yj, (Zl)k, respectively. The complement ~ of a vector x has the ith 
coordinate ~i = 1 - x~. x ~>y if x~/> y~ for all i and x >y  if x ~>y and x~ > y~ for some i. We 
use the notation x=(al, a2 ..... a,.) for a partition of coordinates of x into subvectors 
ai, i=  l , . . . ,m.  
The Boolean cube B" consists of all n-dimensional 0-1 vectors. An n-dimensional 
Boolean function is a function f :  B" ~{0, 1}. The complementf(x) off (x)  is 1 - f(x).  The 
dual of f(x) is fa(x)= 1 - f ($) .  A vector x is a true vector of f(x) if f (x)= 1. x is a false 
vector off(x)  if f(x) = 0. A true vector x is minimal if there is no vector x* such that 
f(x*)= 1 and x* <x.  A false vector x is maximal if there is no vector x* such that 
f(x*) = 0 and x* > x. We denote the set of true vectors of f(x) by Ty and the set of false 
vectors of f(x) by F I .  
A conjunction of Boolean literals I ]~s  x~ is a product of literals. The Boolean union 
v is such that 1 v 1 = 1, 1 v 0= 1 and 0 v 0 = 0. It is well-known that any Boolean 
function f(x) can be expressed in the disjunctive normal form (DNF): 
f(x)= Vs, g 1-[ x, 1-I xJ (1) 
i~S j~R 
where Sc~R=O. 
An implicant of a Boolean function f(x) is a conjunction T=I J ie lX i such that 
T= 1 ~f (x )= 1. A conjunction P subsumes another conjunction Q if all literais of 
Q are literals of P, A prime implicant of f(x) is a implicant of f(x) such that no 
conjunctions ubsumed by it can be an implicant of f(x). f(x) is unate if there is 
a disjunctive normal form which contains at most one of the literals x or ff of variable 
x. f(x) is positive if f(x) has a positive (disjunctive normal)form, a disjunctive normal 
form containing no complement literal Y for any variable x. 
An n-dimensional minterm I]i~s xi 1-Ij~R Yj consists of exactly n distinct literals such 
that SnR = O. A minterm expression of a Boolean function is the union of minterms. In 
particular, every Boolean function has a unique minterm expression as 
f(x) = ~/~ ......... )~B" f(ca ..... c.)x7 x~2 2 "'" x~. ". (2) 
A pseudo-Boolean function is a real valued function f :  B"--*gL It is known that any 
n-dimensional pseudo-Boolean function can always be expressed uniquely in its 
polynomial (or multilinear) representation 
g(x)= ~ g(cl ..... c.) I-[ x~'x 7 "" x~#. (3) 
(cl ..... c~)~B ~ 
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A Boolean function f(x) is threshold if there is a linear function ~'_ 1 aix~ and a real 
number t such that: 
~ aixi~f, '~xGTf, (41 
i=1 
~ aix i<t-1,  VxeF:. (5) 
i-1 
Threshold Boolean functions were extensively studied during the 1960s and 1970s, 
mainly in the design of switching circuits. Many references can be found in [ 12, 14]. In 
recent years, threshold Boolean functions and their generalizations have found ap- 
plications in combinatorial optimization (integer programming), in physical models 
(neural networks, spin glasses) and expert systems. Polynomial recognition algorithms 
have been given for threshold Boolean functions in positive form [3, 6, 11, 17]. Poly- 
nomial algorithms for dualizing regular functions, a generalization of threshold 
Boolean functions, have been obtained [-1,2, 6, 11, 17]. Threshold graphs, threshold 
hypergraphs, threshold matroids and threshold clutters have been studied in the 
literature, which correspond to special classes of positive threshold Boolean functions. 
The threshold order of a Boolean function f(x) is the minimum of the degrees of 
polynomials p(x) such that 
p(x)>~t, Vxe Ty, (6) 
p(x) < t -  1, Vx~Ff. (7) 
It is proved in [20] that recognizing the threshold order of Boolean functions is 
NP-complete. Applications of threshold order can be found in neural networks and 
expert system. A special connection to graphs on threshold order can be found in 
[13, 19, 21] about the threshold weight of graphs and heavy graphs. 
2. Boolean minors 
In this paper, we are interested at recognizing threshold Boolean functions and 
other classes of monotonic Boolean functions by means of forbidden minors. Here, we 
give definition of Boolean minor and some notations. Though we concentrate mainly 
on minors of Boolean functions here, the same notion of minor is valid for pseudo- 
Boolean functions. 
Suppose f(x) is an n-dimensional Boolean function or a pseudo-Boolean function. 
We define the following two operations: 
1. (Variable) contraction: Let V=(V1 ..... Vk) be a family ofpairwise disjoint subsets 
of variables uch that Vic~ Vj = O, i :~j. Let y~ be k new variables, i = 1 ..... k. Replace 
each x~ Vii by either y~ or Yl. (Ifx is replaced by y, then 2 is replaced by 35.) We say that 
variables in Vii are contracted to variable yl. In particular, a contraction is a switch if 
V= {x} and x is named 35, ff is named y; a contraction is a rename if V= {x} and x is 
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named y. We denote contracting { V1 ..... Vk} to Yl .. . . .  Yk by f/(Vx,.. . ,  Vk) or f~ Vwhere 
v=(v~ . . . . .  v~). 
2. (Variable) deletion: Let U be a subset of variables. For each is U, assign variable 
x value either 0 or 1. We denote deleting U by f -  U. 
A Boolean function (a pseudo-Boolean function) f*(y) is a minor of a Boolean 
function (a pseudo-Boolean function) f(x) if f*(y) can be obtained from f(x) by 
a series of deletions and contractions, f*(y) is a proper minor of f(x) if f*(y) has 
dimension less than f(x). 
Example. Suppose that f(X)'D--x1x2x3x6vx3x4.x5x6 . Let VI={X1, X2, X4} , V2= 
{x3, Xs}, U = {x6}. Contract xa and x2 to ya, x4 to 371; x3 to Y2, x5 to 372. Delete x6 to 1. 
Then f(x) has a minor f*(x)=yly2 v YlY2. 
A Boolean function might have several different expressions in the disjunctive 
normal form. For example, f (x ,y ,z )=x  v ~y v xz v yz v x,2 and g(x,y,z)=xz v 
x~ v ~y v yz v 37z v xyz represent the same function as h(x, y,z)= x v y v z. From the 
first two expressions to the third one, we have to use some Boolean equivalence 
reductions uch as x v ~y=x v y, x v ~= 1 and xff=0. We do allow using those 
equivalent reductions to simplify the disjunctive normal form during the process of 
taking minors. 
In this paper, we usually assume that a Boolean function is given in a disjunctive 
normal form. When a representation is given, minor operations defined here can 
always be performed by directly working on the representation combined with some 
equivalent reductions. Therefore, it is meaningful to discuss deriving minors of certain 
representation from a representation of a function. 
On the other hand, though distinguishing a Boolean function and its representation 
is important when considering some complexity problems, minors of a Boolean 
function as a function does not depend on the representation. Suppose an m- 
dimensional Boolean function f *= ( f -  U)/(I/1 ..... Vk) is a minor of an n-dimensional 
Boolean function f For given deletion and contraction U, V, every 0-1 vector y of B" 
has a unique corresponding 0-1 vector x in B", which we call the preimage of y, 
denoted by P(y). Then f*(y)=f(P(y))  for all yeB".  The minor operation on a func- 
tion can be viewed as a projection of B" to the B" which corresponds to the 
intersection of some hyperplanes in ~R". Therefore, as a function, a minor of a function 
is uniquely determined with respect o given deletions and contractions. 
The notion of Boolean minor can be considered as an extension of minors for 
graphs, hypergraphs and matroids. For example, consider the minor operations of 
matroids. Given a matroid M = (B, S) with element set B and independent system S, let 
C* consist all circuits (minimal sets that are not in S) of M. Give each element i of 
B a variable xl. Construct a Boolean function fM= Vc~c.Hi~cXi. The matroid 
contraction operation on M corresponds to a variable deletion of assigning value 1 to 
the variable corresponding to the deleted element and then removing all constant 
terms generated infM; the matroid deletion operation corresponds to assigning value 
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0 to the variable corresponding to the contracted element. There are similar analogies 
for graph and hypergraph minors. Notice that both contraction and deletion in the 
matroid or graph or hypergraph sense are included in our variable deletion operation. 
Theorem 2.1. Let f(x) be a Boolean function. 
(i) f(x) is a minor of itself; 
(ii) f(x) and f(£) are minors of each other; 
(iii) f(x) and fa(x) are minors of each other; 
(iv) I f  f*(y) is a minor of f(x), then there are families of variables U and 
V=(V1 .... , Vk) such that U~ Vi=O, V/c~ Vj=O, i~j,  and f * (y )=( f -U) /V=( f /V ) -U ;  
(v) I f  f *(y) is a proper minor off(x),  and f**(z) is a proper minor of f *(y), then 
f**(z) is a minor off(x). ThereJbre the set of all minors of a given f(x) is a poset with .f(x) 
as the maximum element and function 0 as the minimum element. 
Proof. (i) is trivial. (ii) is obtained by switching xi=9i for all i. If f (x )=V~ 1]i~i x~, 
then f(x)=l]r~/i~x ~ and fd (x )=HiV i~t  xl. So (iii) follows from (ii). 
Now we prove (iv). Since a contraction f/(V~ . . . . .  Vk) can be obtained by applying 
a series of contraction ((f/V1)/...)/Vk) such that each time we only contract to one 
variable, we only need to show that if f '  =( f -  U1)/I/1, then ( f ' -  U2)/Vz =(f -  U)/V 
for some U, V such that UnV=O. Suppose variables in Va are contracted to a new 
variable Yl. If Y1 is not in U2, then ( f ' -  U2) / V 2 =(f ' -  U1 - U2) / (V  1, 1/2). If yl is in U2, 
then ( f ' -  U2)/V2 =(f ' -  U1 - U2 - I/1)/V2. So in either case, there are U, V such that 
f*  =f - (UuV) .  Therefore, by an inductive proof, (iv) holds. 
By the same argument in (iv), if f *  =( f -U) /V  and f**  =( f * -U ' ) /V ' ,  then either 
f** = ( ( f -  U - U')/V/) V' or f** = ( J -  U - U ' -  V)/V', or f **  = ( f -  U - U ' -  V')/V. 
So (v) follows. [] 
We introduce another detail to simplify notations for easy usage. Suppose 
f*  = ( f -  U)/(V, .... Vk) is a minor of f We use subsets of Boolean powers of indices 
U = {i] . . . . .  if} and Vii= {j] . . . . .  jt 6} for the variables deleted or contracted. Here je  V~ if 
variable xj in Vii is contracted to the new variable y~, and j-~ V~ if the jth variable xj is 
contracted to .vi. Similarly, ie U if xiE U is assigned value 1 and i-e U if xl ~ U is assigned 
value 0. 
Theorem 2.2. A Boolean function f(x) has a minor of the form g(x)= x, a one variable 
.function, if and only if f (x) is not a constant function. 
Proof. If f(x) has a minor in the form of x, then for the two 1-dimensional vectors (1) 
and (0), there are preimages xl =P(1)  and Xo =P(0)  such that f (x0= 1 and f (xo)=0.  
On the other hand, if f(x) is not a constant function, then there are vectors xl and Xo 
such that f (x0=l  and f (xo)=0.  Without loss of generality, let xl=(a,b) and 
Xo=(a,/~). Do deletion by letting xi=al if the ith variable is in a. Do contraction by 
letting x i= x b' if the ith coordinate is in b. We obtain a one variable function f *  as 
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a minor of f The preimage P(1) is exactly xl=(a,b) and the preimage P(0) is 
x0 = (a, b). Therefore f*  (1) =f(x 1) = 1, f* (0) =f(xo) = 0. Since f*  has only one variable, 
after simple reduction, we may have disjunctive normal form f*(x)=x. [] 
The disjunctive normalform-satisfiability problem (DNF-SAT) is to decide whether 
a Boolean function given in a disjunctive normal form is identically 1, or there is some 
Xo for which f(x0)=0. The DNF-SAT problem is equivalent o the satisfiability 
problem, which is the well-known first NP-complete problem [9]. 
Given two disjunctive normal forms f l  and f2, checking whether f l  and f2 are 
different representations of the same function is already a NP-hard problem. There- 
fore, given sets U, V, to check whether f l  is the same function as (f2 - U)/V is in itself 
NP-hard. On the other hand, checking whether fx can be obtained by only 
subsuming, that deletes terms which subsume another term, from f2 is in P. Therefore, 
we may ask the complexity question for minor operations as follows. A disjunctive 
normal form f is reduced if there is no term of f subsume another. 
The Boolean minor containment problem is the following. Given two reduced 
disjunctive normal forms f~ and f2, decide whether there are U and V such that f2 can 
be obtained from f l  by performing deletion U and contraction Von f~ combined with 
only equivalent reduction of subsuming. 
Corollary 2.3. The Boolean minor containment problem is NP-complete. 
Proof. The problem is clearly in NP. Now suppose f i s  an instance of DNF-SAT. In 
polynomial time, we can transfer f in to  a reduced isjunctive normal form. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that f is reduced and has at least one nonempty 
term. Let g = x. Then 9 is reduced. I f f  is not constant 1, then by Theorem 2.2, there are 
U and V such that working directly on f, ( f -  U)/V is a representation f function 
x with the only variable x. Then ( f -  U)/V can be reduced to the (disjunctive normal) 
form of x by subsuming. Therefore DNF-SAT on f i s  equivalent to testing if g can be 
obtained from f by deleting, contracting and subsuming of f This shows that the 
Boolean minor containment problem is NP-complete. [] 
3. Boolean minors and monotonic Boolean functions 
In this section, we characterize completely monotonic functions, k-monotonic 
functions and regular functions by forbidden minors. Those functions are closely 
related to threshold Boolean functions. 
3.1. Characterizing completely monotonic functions 
An n-dimensional Boolean function is completely monotonic if there are no four 
vectors xl,x2, x3, x4 such that the index set N = {1, 2 ..... n} can be partitioned into 
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three subset (KI, K2, Ko) so that 
x l = (al, a2, ao), (8} 
X2 =(~1, az, ao), (9) 
x3 :(Q1, a2, a0), (10) 
x4 =(al ,az,  ao) , (1 1) 
and that f (X l )=f(x3)= 1, f(xz)=f(x4)=0, where the ass are subvectors of coordinates 
with subscripts in Kj. 
Historically, complete monotonic functions was conjectured equivalent o thre- 
shold functions. It was not settled until Moore provided a complicated counter- 
example which is completely monotonic but not threshold. 
Theorem 3.1 (Winder [22]). I ra Boolean.['unction is threshold, then it is completely 
monotonic. 
Theorem 3.2 (Gabelman [8], Muroga [14]). Complete monotonieity is a necessary 
and sufficient condition for a Boolean function of n variables to be a threshold function 
when n ~ 8. For n = 9 there are completely monotonic functions that are not threshold. 
A characterization of completely monotonic functions is as follows. (Another 
characterization by summability can be found in Theorem 4.5 in Section 4.) 
Theorem 3.3 (Yajima and Ibaraki [24]). A Boolean function f(x) is completely mono- 
tonic if and only/f(i) it is unate and (ii) when PR and QR are an arbitrary pair oJprime 
implicants of J'(x), where R represents the common literals, there exists a prime implicant 
off(x) which is subsumed by either P1Q1R or P2Q2R for every partition of P and Q such 
that P=PxP2 and Q=Q1Q2. 
Now we use Boolean minor to give another characterization f completely mono- 
tonic functions. 
Theorem 3.4. A Boolean function is completely monotonic !land only !fit has no minor 
of the ,form 
YlY2 v YlY2. (12) 
Proof. Suppose that f(x) is not completely monotonic. There are four vectors 
x l=(a l ,a2 ,  ao), x2=(a l ,  a2,ao) , x3~(al ,  ll2,ao) , x4=(al ,a2,  ao) such that f (x l )=  
f(x3) = 1, f (x2)=f(x4)= 0. Do variable deletion by letting the ith variables xl take the 
value of the same coordinate of xl if i~Ko. Do variable contraction by letting 
xi=y~ a~i if i~K~ and xi=y~ a2~' if i~K2. Let the new function be gtY). 
Then g(1,1)=f(al, a2,ao)=l, g(O,O)=f(~l,d2, ao)=l, g(1,O)=f(al,~2, ao)=O and 
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g(O, 1)=f(dl, a2, ao)=O. So g(Y)=YlY2 v )71.92. On the other hand, if fhas  YlY2 V)71)72 
as a minor, then the preimages P(1, 1), P(1,0), P(0, 1), P(0,0) give a contradiction to 
the complete monotonicity. [] 
After switching literals with their complements, an unate function can be trans- 
formed into a positive function. Incidentally, every completely monotonic Boolean 
function is unate. For functions given in positive disjunctive normal form, the 
following theorem characterizes complete monotonicity by means of positive 
forbidden minors. 
Theorem 3.5. A positive Boolean function is completely monotonic ifand only if it has no 
minors oftheforms 
Ol(y)=yxy2 v YaY4, 
92(y)=yxY2 v Y2Y3 v Y3Y4, 




Proof. First, the three functions listed are not completely monotonic. Under contrac- 
tion Yl = ul, Y2 = u2, Y3 = t72 and Y4 = ~il, all three functions 91(Y), 92(Y) and 93(Y) have 
UlU2 v tilti2 as a minor. So if f(x) is completely monotonic, then f(x) has no minors of 
the forms of g~(y), 92(Y) and #3(Y). Conversely, suppose f(x) given in a positive form 
has no minors of the forms 91(Y), 92(Y) and 93(Y). Suppose by way of contradiction 
that f(x) is not completely monotonic. Then by Theorem 3.4, f(x) has a minor 
9(y)=ylyzv)Ta372. Let U,V be such that 9=( f -U) /V .  Let f * (x )=f -U  be the 
function obtained from f(x) by doing only deletion U. Then 9(Y)=f*/V. f*  must also 
be in positive form. Now let the set of variables contracted to Yl be X, the set of 
variables contracted to Y2 be Y, the set of variables contracted to 371 be )(, the set of 
variables contracted to )72 be 17. Then Xc~)(=0 and Yc~ 17=0. Each term o f f *  must 
be in  one ofthefol lowingforms: 
i. x ly l ,  2. x2Yl, 3. xlY2, 4. x2Y2, 
5. x lx2yl ,  6. xxx2Y2, 7. xlY2Y2, 8. x2yay2 
9. xlx2YlY2, 10. xlx2, 11. YlY2. 
where xl consists of variables from X, x 2 consists of variables from )(,Yl consists of 
variables from Y, and Y2 consists of variables form 17. 
Instead of using contraction from X to x, from )( to if, from Y to y, from 17 to 37, let 
variables in X be contracted to Yl, variables in )( be contracted to Ya, variables in Ybe 
contracted to Y2, variables in 17 be contracted to Y4- Since f *  is contractible to 
YlY2 v 371fi2, f *  has at least terms of the forms 1 and 4. So f *  has at least terms YlY2 
and Y3Y4. Any term in the form of 5 to 9 will be subsumed by either YlY2 or YaY4. It 
follows that if there are only terms in forms 1 and 4, then f *  has a minor in the form 
YlY2 v YaY4. If all form of terms 1 to 4 exist, then f *  has a minor in the form 
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YlY2 v Y2Y3 v Y3Y4 v YxY4. If there are exactly three forms of terms 1 to 4, since terms in 
forms 1 and 4 always exist, then f*  has a minor in the form YlY2 v y2Y3 v y3y4 
(exchanging names might be needed). So f(x) has one of the functions in (13)-(15) as 
a minor. [] 
Theorem 3.5 also gives a characterization f threshold positive quadratic Boolean 
functions by forbidden minors. It is known [5] that a positive quadratic Boolean 
function is threshold if and only if it is completely monotonic. 
Corollary 3.6. A positive quadratic Boolean function is threshold if and only ![it has no 
minor in the Jorm of(13)-(15). 
By the correspondence of quadratic Boolean functions and graphs, Corollary 3.6 is 
in fact equivalent to a characterization of threshold graphs. 
Theorem 3.7 (Chvatal and Hammer [5]). A ,qraph is threshold if and only !fit contains 
no induced sub,qraph isomorphic to 2K2, P4 and C4. 
3.2. Characterizing k-monotonic functions 
A k-deletion of a Boolean function f i s  a deletion (J-- U) with I U[ = k. For a deletion 
defined by U, its complement deletion 0 is a deletion on the same variables uch that 
xl is assigned 1 in U if and only if xl is assigned 0 in ~-. A Boolean function f is 
k-comparable if for any IUl=k, either f -U>J f - ( ]  or f -U<~f - (£ .  A Boolean 
function f is k-monotonic if it is m-comparable for all m ~< k. k-monotonic functions 
have been studied by Winder [22] and Muroga [14]. 
Theorem 3.8 (Muroga [14]). A Boolean junction is completely monotonic ifand only if 
it is k-monotonic for any k. 
Theorem 3.9 (Winder 1-22]). A function is L ~ ~-monotonic f and only !fit is completely 
monotonic'. 
Theorem 3.10 (Muroga [14]). I f  f(x)#fd(x), i.e., f(x) is nonselJ:dual, then it is com- 
pletely monotonic if and only if f(x) x, + 1 v fd (x )  3~. + 1 is [_ Tn + 1 J-monotonic. 
Now we characterize k-monotonic functions by forbidden minors. Suppose f*  is 
a minor of f. If a variable y of f*  is obtained from contracting m original variables of 
f to y, then we say y is an m-contracted variable. A variable in f*  is called an 
uncontracted variable if it is obtained by a switching or a renaming. 
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Theorem 3.11. A Boolean function is k-monotonic if and only if it has no minor of the 
form 
xy v ~y (16) 
such that x is an m-contracted variable and m ~ k. 
Proof. Suppose that f has a minor f *=xy  v237 such that x is an m-contracted 
variable, m ~< k. f*(1, l )=  f *  (0, 0)= 1, f *  (0, 1)=f*  (1, 0)= 0, where x corresponds to the 
first coordinate. Without loss of generality, suppose that x is contracted from the first 
m variables. The preimages of vectors (1, 1), (1,0), (0, 1), (0,0) are 
P(1, 1) =(ai  .... , a,,, b, c), 
P(0 ,1 )=(a l  . . . . .  a,.,b,c), 
for some b, c, such that 
and 
P(1,0)=(a i  . . . . .  a,.,b,e), 
P(0, 0) =(al  . . . . .  am, 3, c), 
f(al ..... a,,,, b, c) =f(51 . . . . .  5,.,/~, c) = l ,  
f(51 ..... ~,,, b, c)=f(al,. . . ,  a,,, b, c)=0.  
Let U = {ia' I = 1 ..... m} and Y l = (b, c), Y2 = (/~ c). We have ( f -  U)(yl) =f(a l  . . . . .  am, b, c) = 
1 > (f - -  U)(yl) =f(dl  . . . . .  5,,, b, c) = 0 and ( f -  U)(y2) =f(ax ..... am,/~ c) = 0 < ( f -  C')(y2) = 
f(d l  . . . . .  d,,,/~ c)= I. Therefore f i s  not m-comparable. Then f i s  not k-monotonic by 
m<~k. 
Now, suppose that f is not k-monotonic. There is a pair of deletions U and ~-, 
]U[ = m ~< k, such that f -  U and f -  ~" are not comparable. Without loss of generality, 
suppose that there are four vectors x2=(a l , . . . ,a , . ,a) ,  x2--(al , . . . ,a, , ,b) ,  
X 3 = (1~ 1 . . . . .  ( i ra,  a ) ,  x 4 = (a l  . . . . .  tim, b), m ~< k, such that f (xl)  =f(x4) = 1, f(x3) =f(x2) = 0, 
where a, b are (n - m)-dimensional 0-1 vectors, n - m ~> 1. Suppose a = (c, d), b = (~?, d). 
Subvector c must have at least one coordinate. Do deletion by letting xi take the value 
of the same coordinate of d if d contains the ith coordinate. Do contraction by letting 
x i=(y)  c' if c contains the ith coordinate and letting xi=(x) ~' if 1 <~i<~m. Then fhas  
a minor f *  of two variables taking value f * (z l ) - f *  (z4) = 1, f *  (z3) =f*  (Zz) = 0 where 
Zl =(1, 1), z4=(0,0), z2=(1,0) and z3 =(0, 1). So f *=xyvY: ;  is a minor of fw i th  an 
m-contracted variable x,m~<k. [] 
3.3. Characterizing regular functions 
2-monotonic functions are also called regular functions. The first polynomial algo- 
rithm to recognize positive threshold Boolean functions was available after showing 
[17] that positive regular functions can be dualized in polynomial time and the 
number of maximal false vectors of a regular function is polynomial in the number of 
its minimal true vectors. Until recently, all polynomial algorithms to recognize 
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positive threshold Boolean functions worked by first recognizing regularity and then 
setting up linear programming to check the existence of linear separators. Inciden- 
tally, if the constraints of a 0-1 integer programming problem can be described by 
a regular Boolean function, then the integer programming problem can be solved 
efficiently [101. Regularity of set-covering problems also provide efficient algorithms. 
Some recent references on regular functions are [1,2"1. 
Theorem 3.12. A Boolean function is regular ! land only if it has no minors o/ the /orms ~?f 
the Jollowing seven functions with uncontracted variables x and y: 
./`] = xz  v yY, (17) 
./`2 = xz v .~.5, i18~ 
J) = xz v .~5,  ~19) 
.1~, = xyz  v x yz ,  120) 
.[~ = xz  v yz  v F~,  (21 ) 
J6 = xz v ?~y v 9~, (22) 
['7 = xz v yz v yrS. {23) 
Proof. It is easy to check that functions .[] ...... /:7 are not regular by Theorem 3.11 
since they all have xz v £Z as minor such that x is a 2-contracted variable or an 
uncontracted variable. Suppose on the contrary that f i s  not regular, f has a minor in 
the form of xz v Yi such that x is an uncontracted variable or a 2-contracted variable. 
Since f has no minor of the form f2, x must be a 2-contracted variable. Without loss of 
generality, suppose that f *=( f -U) /V  where V=(Va, V2), Vl={X1,X2}, x1, x 2 are 
contracted to x and variables in Vz are contracted to either z or 5. f '  =( f -  U)/V2 is 
a minor of ./'of three variables xl ,  xz, and z with Xl, x2 uncontracted variables. (The 
other situations will give the same results under switching and renaming.) Then 
f'(1, 1, 1)=f'(0,0,0)= 1, f'(1, 1, 0)=f'(0, 0, 1)=0. There is a total of 16 Boolean func- 
tions of 3-dimensions such that (1, 1, 1), (0,0,0)~T F and (1, 1,0), (0,0, l)e FI,. By using 
equivalent Boolean reductions such as x v 2y=x v y,x v.-~= 1, by switching and 
renaming, f '  must be one of the f l  ...... f7, contradicting our assumption. Therefore the 
theorem follows. To complete the proof, we list in Table 1 all those 16 Boolean 
functions and the intermediate simplifications obtained from equivalent reduction. 
By switching and renaming, (26)-(28) are equivalent o (25); (32) is equivalent 
to (31); (33) is equivalent o (30); (34) is equivalent o (29); (36)-(38) are equivalent 
to (35). 
When f (x )  is a positive function given in a positive form, the following theorem 
gives a much shorter list of forbidden minors. 
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Table 1 
Minterm expression of functions After Boolean simplification 
xyz v 2~2, xyz v 2~2, (24) 
xyz v xp2 v xpz, xz v 2f2, (25) 
xyz v 2~2 v '2yz, yz v 2')2, (26) 
xyz v 2}~2 v x~2, .92v xyz, (27) 
xyz v ~2~2 v ,2y2, 22 v xyz, (28) 
xyz v ~.92 v x~z v 2yz, xz v yz v Y,~2, (29) 
xyz v ~f2 v x~z v x~2, xz v ~2, (30) 
xyz v ~2~2 v x~z v 2y2, xz v '22, (31) 
xyz v 2~2 v 2yz v x372, yz v 372, (32) 
xyz v 2~2 v 2yz v 2y2, yz v 22, (33) 
xyz v ~2}-'2 v x.92 v 2y2, 22 v xyz v .~2, (34) 
xyz v 2}~2 v x~z v 2yz v x~2, xz v ~2 v yz, (35) 
xyz v .~}-'2 v x~z v 2yz v "2y2, xz v 22 v yz, (36) 
xyz v 2~2 v x gz v x~2 v 2y2, xz v )-'2 v 22, (37) 
xyz v 2~2 v 2yz v x V2 v 2y2, yz v ~2 v 22, (38) 
xyz v 2)2 v xyz v 2yz v xy2 v Yy2, xz v y'2 v 2z. (39) 
Theorem 3.13. Suppose  f (x )=Vt  Iqi~t xl is a posit ive Boo lean funct ion .  Then f (x )  is 
regular  i f  and only  i f  it has no minor  o f  the fo rm 
xz  v y2 (40) 
where  x, y are uncont racted  variables. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.12, f (x )  is regular if and only if it has no minors of the 
forms fx .. . . .  fv. Therefore f (x )  cannot have xz  v y2 as a minor such that x, y are un- 
contracted variables. On the other hand, since f (x )  contains no complement literals 
and x, y are uncontracted variables, f (x )  cannot have minors of the form f2 .. . . .  fv in 
Theorem 3.12. Therefore the only forbidden minor is fl. [] 
The following is known [5]. We show it by means of forbidden minors. 
Theorem 3.14. I f  f (x )  is a posi t ive quadrat ic  Boo lean funct ion ,  then f (x )  is complete ly  
monoton ic  i f  and only i f  it is regular. 
Proof. Suppose f i s  given in a positive disjunctive normal form such that each term 
has at most two literals. By Theorem 3.5, if f (x )  is not completely monotonic, it has 
one of g l (y )= y ly2  v Y3Y4, g2(Y)=Y lY2  v Y2Y3 v Y3Y4 or g3(y)= y lY2  v Y2Ya v Y3Y4 v 
21Y4 as minor. Suppose that ( f -U) /V=g(y)E{g l ,gE ,  g3}. Let Vii, i=  1, 2, 3, 4, be the 
collection of all variables of fcontracted to Yi. Then after applying deletion U on the 
expression of f, every term of f -  U must be in one of the following forms: 
1. VlV2, 2. v2v3, 3. v3v4, 4. vxv4 
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where vie Vii. Since g(y)E{gl, g2, g3}, ( f - -U)  must have terms in the forms of 1 and 3. 
We can pick four variables of ( f -  U), say x a, x2, x3 and x4 such that at least x~ x2 and 
x3xa are terms of ( f -U) .  Now delete variables of ( f -U)  other than xl,x2, x3 and 
x~ to 0. We have a minor f *  of f with only terms in the forms 
1. XlX2, 2. x2x3, 3. xax4, 4. x~x4. 
Then f*  must be one of the g~, 92 or 93 with only uncontracted variables. Therefore f*  
has a minor xz v yZ such that x and y are uncontracted variables. By Theorem 3.13, 
f(x) is not regular. On the other hand, if f(x) is not regular, by Theorem 3.13, f(x) has 
a minor xz vyS. Now contracting x,y to the complementary variables u and u, 
respectively, f(x) has a forbidden minor for complete monotonicity. Therefore f(x) is 
not completely monotonic. [] 
Theorem 3.15. For any k, there are at most 2 2k+1 4 minimal jbrbidden minors/or 
k-comparable Boolean functions uch that each of these Jbrbidden minors has dimension 
at most (k + 1) and has m uncontracted variables. Therejbre, Jbr flxed k, there is a finite 
list of minimal forbidden minors fi)r k-monotonic fimctions. 
Proof. Proceed exactly as in the proof of the Theorem 3.12, except that instead of 
having four 3-dimensional vectors (1, 1, 1), (0,0,0)eTy, and (1, 1,0), (0,0, IIEFI,, we 
have four (k+ 1)-dimensional vectors such that (al ..... ak,b), (al ..... 6k,h)eTy, and 
(al ..... ak, b), (dl ..... dk, b)eFs,. There are only 2 2k+ 1 4 possible candidate functions. 
The assertion on k-monotonic functions follows from the definition. 
For example, we have seven forbidden minors for regular functions, which is the 
case of 2-monotonic functions. Theorem 3.15 gives us a bound of eight such forbidden 
minors. 
4. Boolean minors and summability 
In this section, we are interested at characterizing threshold Boolean functions and 
threshold orders of Boolean functions by forbidden minors. 
4.1. Forbidden minors of threshold functions 
A Boolean function f(x) is k-summable if there are k true vectors xl, x2 .. . . .  Xk of f(x), 
and k false vectors Yl,Y2 . . . . .  Yk of f(x) (not necessarily distinct) such that 
k k 
Z Xi= Z Yi" (41) 
i=1  i= l  
If all xi,y~ are distinct, then f(x) is called strictly k-summable, f(x) is k-asummahle if 
it is not k-summable, f(x) is asummable if it is not k-summable for any integer k ~> 1. 
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Strict asummability is similarly defined. A well-known ecessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for threshold Boolean functions is the following asummability theorem. 
Theorem 4.1 (Chow [4], Elgot [7], Muroga [14]). A Boolean function f(x) is 
threshold if and only if it is asummable. 
It is proved in [20] that if f(x) has threshold order at most m, then so does any of its 
minor. In particular, minors of threshold Boolean functions are still threshold. 
Therefore, there is a minimal forbidden minor list for threshold Boolean functions. By 
Theorem 4.1, the union of minimal forbidden minors of k-asummable functions for 
k > 1 is the collection of minimal forbidden minors of threshold functions. Though 
a complete characterization f this list of forbidden minors is not known yet, we show 
that for fixed k, there are finite number of minimal forbidden minors for k-asummable 
functions. 
Theorem 4.2. For any k, there is a finite list of minimal forbidden minors for 
k-asummable Boolean functions. Each of these forbidden minors has dimension at most 
k-1  2h =1 (~,)2. 
Proof. Suppose that f i s  k-summable. There are k true vectors Xl ..... Xk and k false 
vectors Yl, ...,Yk such that 
k k 
Z xi= Z Y," (42) 
i=1  i=1 
For a sequence of vectors x~ ..... x,,, the jth coordinate of the ith vector is denoted by 
(xOj. Let Zh be the subset of all those indices such that 
k k 
(xl)j = ~, (yi)j=h VjeZh. (43) 
i=1  i= l  
Now consider the 2k-dimension vector wj with ith coordinates (wj)i=(xi)j for 
i=1 ..... k and (wj)i=(YOj for i=k+l  ..... 2k. For each h, there are at most (k)2 
different vectors wj such that jeZh. Also, among those different vectors wj, half of 
them are complement ofthe rest. Now, do contractions xj= x j, if wj = w j, and xj = 2j, if 
wj = #j,. Do deletion xj = 1 if wj has every coordinate 1and do deletion xj = 0 if wj has 
1 k -  1 ik'~2 all coordinates 0. We have a k-summable function of dimension at most ~y,h= 1thJ • 
' g 'k -  1 /~k'~2 Therefore the minimal k-summable minors have dimension at most Z,h=lth~' 
It follows that there are only finite numbers of minimal forbidden minors for 
k-asummable functions. [] 
The bound on the dimension of minimal forbidden minors of k-asummable func- 
tions is best possible. The following theorem shows that when k = 3, the inequality is 
tight. 
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Theorem 4.3. Any minimal forbidden minor of a 3-asummable Boolean.function other 
than xy v xy has dimension exactly 9. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.2, the dimension of any such minimal forbidden minor has 
1 2 dimension at most ~y.i= 1 (3)2 =9. Furthermore, any completely monotonic function 
of dimension at most 8 is threshold [14], so minimal forbidden minors for 
3-summable Boolean functions are those 9-dimensional functions plus the minor 
xy v xy. 
A complete characterization f the list of minimal forbidden minors of k-asumm- 
able functions will give us the list of minimal forbidden minor list of threshold 
Boolean functions. Even for k = 3, though we know any such minor other than xy v xy 
has dimension 9, we do not know all of them yet. 
4.2. Summability and parity.function 
A generalization of the asummability theorem of Theorem 4.1 for threshold func- 
tions of higher order is given in [20]. For xeB", the m-augment x r" of x is a vector of 
dimension ~i"= 1(7) such that 
xm=(X l ,X2  . . . . .  Xn, X1X2, X1X3 . . . . .  l--lXi . . . .  ~, (44) 
\ ieP / 
where P runs over all subsets of N in lexicographic order such that IPl<~m. For 
example, when n=3, m=2, the 2-augment of x=(xl ,x2,x3) is 
X 2 =(X1,  X2, X3, XlX2, X1X3, XzX3).  (45) 
A pair of sets of vectors {R, S} is (m, k)-summable if there exist {xll i = 1 ..... k] c_ R, 
and {Yil i= 1 ..... k} c S such that 
k k 
Z x~'= 2 YT'. (46) 
i=1 i=1 
A Boolean function f(x) is (m, k)-summable if { Ty, FI} is (m, k)-summable. Equation (46) 
is equivalent to 
k k 
l-I (x,)j= ~, 1-[ (y,)i, for all J with I JI ~<m. (47) 
i--1 j~J i=1 j~J 
Repetitions of xi~S or ofy j6R in (46) are allowed. If there are distinct xi,y~'s uch 
that (46) holds, then {R,S} is strictly (m,k)-summable. If {Ty, Fy} is strictly (m,k)- 
summable, then f(x) is strictly (m, k)-summable, f(x) is called (m, *)-asummable if f(x) is 
not (m, k)-summable for any k and f(x) is (n - 1, k)-summable for some k. The ordinary 
summability is equivalent to (1, k)-summability. That f(x) is asummable is equivalent 
to f(x) is (1, *)-asummable. 
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Theorem 4.4 (Wang and Williams [20]). An n-dimensional Boolean function f(x) is 
a threshold function of order m if and only if it is (m, *)-asummable. 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 show that threshold Boolean function and threshold order 
are closely related to summability. An n-dimensional Boolean function f(x) is an even 
(odd) parity function if f (x)= 1 for all x such that Y~ixi s even (odd) and f (x)= 0 for all 
x such that y'ixl is odd (even), where x=(x l  ..... x,). The n-dimensional even parity 
function is denoted by E.(x) (O.(x)). In the rest of this section, we study a conjecture 
about parity functions and (m, n)-summability. 
Theorem 4.5 (Elgot [7]). A Boolean function f(x) is completely monotonic ifand only if 
it is 2-asummable, i.e., there are no x~,x2 and Yx,Y2 such that xl +x2=Yl+y l  and 
f(xO =f(x2) = 1, f(Yl) =f(Y2) = 0. 
In Theorem 4.5, xx, x2 must be distinct. So must be Yl,Y2. Notice 
Ez(X)=X1X 2v x1.~2, Theorem 4.5 is equivalent to the following by Theorem 3.4. 
Theorem 4.6. A Boolean function f(x) is strictly (1,2)-asummable if and only if it has no 
E 2 minor. 
Lemma 4.7. I f  a Boolean function f(x) is (strictly) (m, 2"-1)-asummable, then it has no 
E,, minor. 
Proof. Clearly { TErn, FErn} is strictly (m, 2 m- 1)-summable. Therefore if f(x) has a minor 
Era, then the preimages of B m make f(x) strictly (m,2 m- 1)-summable. [] 
Complete monotonicity is not sufficient for thresholdness of Boolean functions, i.e., 
complete monotonicity does not imply asummability. Therefore that excluding parity 
functions of dimension m as minor also does not imply (m,*)-asummability, i.e., the 
property of being of threshold order m. On the other hand, Theorem 4.6, and 
Lemma 4.7 suggest hat excluding parity function minor implies strictly (m,2"-1)_ 
summability. We now prove that strictly (2,4)-asummable can be characterized by 
excluding E 3 minor. We first prove some lemmas. 
Lemma 4.8. Suppose an n'-dimensional Boolean function f* is a minor of an n- 
dimensional function f If f* is (strictly) (m, k)-summable, so is f 
Proof. Suppose x~, x~ ..... x~, are k true vectors and Y'I,y] ..... Y'k are k false vectors of 
f*  of dimension ', respectively, such that 
k k 
l-[(x'i)J = ~ I-[(Y~)J, [J[<~m. (48) 
i= 1 je J  i = 1 je J  
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Suppose that Xl,X2 ..... Xk and YbYl  . . . .  ,Yk are preimages of x],x'2 ..... x'k and 
Y],Y'I ..... Y'R in the n-dimensional space. Now we show that {xi} and {Y/I are 
(m, k)-summable. 
Suppose that Zo, Z1 ,Z  2 . . . . .  Z t are subsets of indices such that from f to f*, 
variables in Zo are deleted and variables in Z~, i= 1 ..... t, are contracted to the ith 
variable of J'*. 
Coordinates of the m-augment of xi and Yi are in the forms of [Ij~j(xi)j and 
I]j~J (Yl)j, [J[ ~< m, respectively, if there is leJ such that {-~Zo, i.e., I has been deleted to 
0, then (xlh=(yi)t=O for all i. Therefore 
Z H (xi)~=Z l-I (Yi)g =0. (49) 
i jE J  i jciJ 
Let J1 ={jeZo} be deleted to 1. Then (xl)j=(yi)j= 1 for all i and all l¢Jx. Therefore 
k k 
l~(x,)J = Z 1-[ (x,)~, for IJ-daJ>~l, (50) 
i=1  jed  i=1  j E ( J - J t )  
k k 
~_, I-[(Yi)J = ~ 1-[ (Yl)j, for I J - J l l>~l,  (51) 
i=1  j e J  i= l  j e ( J - J l )  
k k 
1-[(x~)J = 2 I-I(Y~)J =k,  for J - J~ .  (52) 
i=1  jE J  i--1 jEJ  
The right-hand sides of(50) and (51) are coordinates of m-augment ofx~,y~, i= 1 ..... k, 
not involving deleted variables. So we only need to show that 
when 
k k 
H(x,)J = ~. H(y,)J, IdiOm (53) 
i= 1 j¢ J  i -  1 jff J  
Jc~Zo=0. There holds: 
H(X i ) j~-~ f l  H (Xi) j  ' (54) 
i=1  j ed  i=1  s=l  j~Jc~Zs 
i= l  j e J  i=1  s=l  jcJc~Zs 
If c, deJ and c, ff~Zl, then both ~j~s~z, (Yl)j and ~J~Z,  (xl)j are zero since (xl)c = (Xi)d 
and (yi)c=(yi)d in the preimages. If c, dEJ and c, deZ~, then they are contracted to the 
same variable, and (xl)c=(xi)a and (yi)c=(yl)d in the preimages. Therefore we have 
~ H (xi)j =0 (56) 
i :  l s -1  j~Jc~Zs 
if there are i,j~J such that i, fEz~ for some 1 <~s<<.t or otherwise 
2 ]-[ (xi)j= 2 l-I (x~)j. (57) 
i= I s = 1 jaJc~Zs i = 1 jEJ '  
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Similarly, 
k t 
Y, 1-I I-I (y,)j=0 (58) 
i = 1 s = 1 jeJc~Zs 
if there are i , j~J such that i,f~Z~ for some 1 ~< s~< t or otherwise 
Z 1-I (Yl)i = ~ I ]  (Y'i)~ (59) 
i=1  s=l  j~Jc~Zs i=1  j~ J '  
where [J'[ ~<m contains variables contracted from variables in J. The lemma follows 
from (48) for nonstrict summabil ity. It is easy to see from the proof that it is also true 
for strict summabil ity. [] 
Lemma 4.9. I f  there are distinct vectors x 1 . . . . .  x k and Yl . . . . .  Yk such that 
k m k m Xi --~,i=lYi ,k~>2, m>~2, then k ~,i= l (Xl)j # 1 for all j. ~'~i= 1 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that the lemma is not true. Without loss of generality, 
we may suppose that (Xlh =(yah  and (xlh =(y ih  =0 for i=2  . . . . .  k. Then, for each 
l~>2, 
k 
Z ( X i ) I  (X i ) j  = (X1) / '  (60)  
i=1 
k 




(Xl)l(Xi)l = ~ (Yi)l(Yi)t, (62) 
i=1  i=1 
(xl)~ = (Yl)~ for all l~> 2. Therefore xl =Yl, contrary to the assumption that xl is a true 
vector of fand  Yl is a false vector of f. [] 
Lemma 4.10. I f  xl ,  ..., x4,yl  . . . . .  Y4 are all distinct and y~/4= 1 x 'm=~'4 ,  .~i:1 y[', m~>2, then 
~i% 1 (xl)j # 3 for all j. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose on the contrary that (xl)1 =(Yx)1 =0 and 
(xih =(y lh  = 1 for i = 2, 3, 4. Since xl #y l ,  we may suppose that (xl)2 = ct, (Yl)2 = ~ and 
c~ = 1. Then by 
4- 4. 
(x,)j= ~ (Yi)j, J= l  . . . . .  4, (63) 
i=1  i=1 
(Yi)2 = 1 for some i, say (Y2)2 = 1. By 
4. 4. 
~, (xl)2(xih = ~, (yi)2(yih ~>(y2h(y2)2 = 1 (64) 
i=1  i=1 
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one of the (Xi) 2 ~-1,  say (X2)2 ~- 1. By (63), either (Y3)2 or (Y4.)2 is 1. Say (Y3)2 = 1. 
By ~/4__ 1(Yl)E(Yl)t = (Y2)1 (YE)E)-F (Y3)l (Y3)2/> 2, either (x3)2 = 1, or (x4-)2 -- 1. Say 
(x3)2 = 1. Since ~/4= 1(xl)2 >~ 3, by (63), (Y4-)2 has to be 1. This is impossible since for 
otherwise we have 3~/4__ x(Yl)2 (Yi) l = 3, {x4)2 = 0, but ~/4__ 1 (xi)2 (xih = 2. This contradicts 
the (2,4)-asummability. For  the case of ~--0, a similar discussion also leads to a 
contradiction. [] 
Theorem 4.11. A Boolean family f(x) has no E 3 minor if and only if it is strictly 
(2, 4)-asummable. 
Proof. Suppose first that f(x) has an E3 minor. Then it is straightforward to check 
that the eight 3-dimensional 0 1 vectors under the even and odd partition are strictly 
(2, 4)-summable. Then by Lemma 4.8, f is also strictly (2, 4)-summable. 
Suppose that f is strictly (2,4)-summable. Then it has a minor f*  which is 
(2, 4)-summable but any proper minor o f f *  is not (2, 4)-summable. Let xl, xz, x 3, X4 be 
four true vectors of f *  and Yl,Y2,Y3,Y4 be four false vectors of f *  such that 
4- 4- 
= y 165t 
i=1  i=1 
We show that f *  is a parity function of dimension 3, i.e., fhas  E 3 as minor. First, if 
for some j
4 4- 4. 4. 
Z (x0j= 2 (Yi)j=4 or ~' (xi)j= Z (Yi)J =0, 
i=1  i=1 i=1 i=1 
then (xi)j=(Yi)j= 1 for all i or (xi)j=(yi)j=O for all i. Let U be the deletion such that 
jeU ifE41(x,)j=E~=1(Yl)j=4 and j-eU if }~L1 x 4. ( i)J=Yq= 1 (yi) j=0 for some j. Since 
all x~'s, yi's are distinct, we conclude that f *  has a minor which is also strictly 
(2,4)-summable, contrary to our assumption on f* .  
Therefore, by Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10, ~ 4= x (x~)~ = 2 for all j. Without loss of generality, 
suppose that (Xl)  1 ~-(X2) 1 = 1, (x3h = (x4.h =0,  (Yl)1 =(Y2)l = 1 and (Y3)l =(Y4-h =0.  If 
there is l¢ l  such that (xx) l=(x2h= 1, then by ~=l(xi)l(xl)i=2, Y~[=I (Yi)l(Yi)t=2" 
This implies (Yl)l =(Y2)/= 1, (yah = (y4.)1 =0,  and (Xah = (x4.)z = 0. Then by the contrac- 
tion xl -x l ,  f *  will have a proper minor strictly (2, 4)-summable, which is impossible. 
If there is l such that (Xl)l----(X2)l=0 and (Xa),=(x4-h-- l, it follows that (yl)z=(y2h =0 
and (Y3)/= (Y4)I "= 1. Then by the contraction x~ = ~,  f *  will also have a proper minor 
strictly (2, 4)-summable. This also contradicts the assumption on f*.  
Therefore, we may assume that there is no (Xl)l,(XE)t,(x3h,(x4-)l and 
(Xx)p, (XE)p, (Xa)p, (x4.)p such that (xi)l = (xl)p for all i or (xi)l--(xi)p for all i. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
(X l ) l  =(X2)1  = (Yl)1 =(Y2) l  = 1, (66) 
(x 3) 1 = (x4.) 1 = (Y3) 1 = (Y4.) 1 = 0, (67) 
(X l )  2 = (X4.)2 = O,  (68) 
(X2)  2 ~- (X3)  2 = 1. (69)  
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Then exactly one of the (Yl)2, (Y2)2 is 1. Say (Yl)2 = 1, (Y2)2 = 0. It follows that exactly 
one of the (Y3)E,(Y4)2 is 1, Say (Y3)2---- 1 and (Y4)2----0. Since Yl ~x2, there is some 
component i such that (x2)i--(fil)i. Without loss of generality, suppose that i = 3 and 
(x2)3--1,(y03=0. (The case that (X2)a--0,(yl) 3 -----1 is similar.) Then (Y2)3 =(Y3)3----1 
by )7/4= 1(xih(xi)3 ~> 1 and )7/4= 1(xi)l(xi)2 ~ 1, which implies (xl)3 =(xl)3 =0 and 
(x4)3 -- 1. Now it is easy to check that if there is another jth component, j ~ 1, 2, 3, then 
a contraction xi= xj or xl = ~j can be done such that f *  has a proper minor strictly 
(2,4)-summable, which is impossible. Therefore f*  has dimension 3 and f*  must be 
O3. Since switching any variable of 03 we obtain E3, f has an E3 minor. For other 
situations, similar arguments show that fa lways has an E3 minor. [] 
We have the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 4.12. A Boolean function f (x)  is strictly (m, 2'~)-asummable if and only if it 
has no minor in the form of Em + 1" 
5. Closing remarks 
Our main theme in this paper is characterizing Boolean functions by forbidden 
minors. We characterized completely monotonic functions, k-monotonic functions 
and regular functions. We obtained a bound on the number of minimal forbidden 
minors for k-comparable functions. We showed that there is a finite list of minimal 
forbidden minors for k-asummable Boolean functions and gave a sharp bound on the 
dimension of minimal forbidden minors of k-asummable functions. The conjecture 
that a Boolean function is (m,2m)-asummable if and only if it has no Em÷l minor is 
proved for m = 1,2. 
Characterizing threshold Boolean functions by means of Boolean minor remains an 
interesting open problem to us. Our study shows that there is a minimal forbidden 
minor characterization f threshold Boolean functions. Some results are known. For 
example, the minimal forbidden minors for positive quadratic threshold functions are 
the same as those for to positive completely monotonic functions. The union of 
minimal forbidden minors for k-asummable functions gives exactly the forbidden 
minors for threshold function. Though we have a bound on the dimension of minimal 
forbidden minors for k-asummable functions, we do not know any good bound on the 
number of such forbidden minors for k-asummable functions. Specially, we have 
shown that minor minimal 3-summable functions have dimension exactly 9. We still 
do not have the complete list of those functions. 
The algorithmic aspect of Boolean minors has not been studied in this paper. 
Though the problem of checking containment of Boolean minors is an NP-complete 
problem, it is still interesting to study this problem on particular classes of Boolean 
functions and for particular minors. Our characterizations of completely monotonic 
functions, regular functions and k-monotonic functions do not provide any efficient 
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algorithms. Since regular functions can be efficiently recognized by algorithms not 
involving minors, are there efficient algorithms based on minors to do so? 
The conjecture that a Boolean function is (m, 2")-asummable if and only if it has no 
E,,+~ minor is still open. 
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